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June 2015 

~ Intuition ~  

Concentration makes us perceptive.  

Meditation makes us receptive. 

 Contemplation makes us intuitive. 
 

Intuition knows much 

about God. 

~ 

A truly advanced seeker's 

unerring pilot is intuition. 

~ 

Intuition is the 

introduction of God-

intoxication. 

~ 

We lose the power of 

intuition The moment we 

feed The reasoning mind. 

~ 

May my body, vital, mind 

and heart Speedily and 

breathlessly follow My 

soul’s intuitive flashes. 

~ 

As soon as you 

acknowledge The limits of 

knowledge, You become a 

student Of the soul's 

intuition-university. 

~ 

Let others call me a 

fanatic. I will listen only 

To my intuition-friend 

Who tells me When to run 

and sit At my Lord's 

Compassion-Feet. 

~ 

 

Intuition Is the fondest 

child Of the third eye. 

~ 

Intuition knows No 

frustration. 

~ 

Wise intuition 

Unmistakably arrives 

at   The Goal. 

~ 

Intuition The fastest will-

power-plane To the 

Destination. 

~ 

You do not have to imitate 

Others' successes. 

You do not have to learn 

From others' mistakes. 

Just follow your intuition. 

Your intuition embodies 

The beauty of success 

And The purity of 

progress. 

~ 

Intuition travels alone In 

supreme secrecy To prove 

to the world That God the 

Creator Keeps all His 

Promises To God the 

creation. 

~ 

 

Conscience and intuition 

are the inner experiences of 

the soul that try to protect 

and perfect our outer life. 

~ 

Intuition selflessly feeds the 

inner life and recognises, 

inspires, and fulfils the 

outer life. 

~ 

Intuition is the choice of the 

ascending human race and 

voice of the descending 

divine Grace. 

~ 

Each spark of intuition is a 

cherished experience of 

God in the seeker and for 

the seeker. 

~ 

Out of His infinite Bounty, 

My Lord Supreme has 

made me His own cosmic 

intuition-soul. In me is His 

transcendental Height With 

me is His universal Life. 

~ 

What is intuition? The 

illumining vision of the 

seer. What is realisation? 

The perfection-sun of the 

Yogi. 

~ 
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~ Intuition ~ 
Question: Is there a connection between the third eye and 

intuition? 

Sri Chinmoy: Yes, there is a connection, but the third eye is infinitely superior to intuition. 

The third eye is like the sun and intuition is like a few flames. With intuition we can get an 

immediate answer to a question. With the third eye one can look forward and backward, one 

can see past, present and future. All is at its disposal. The third eye has the power to transform 

the past through its adamantine will power. Intuition does not have this power, but the two are 

good friends. 

Question: Is it a good idea to use our intuition in our daily tasks? 

Sri Chinmoy: As soon as we start using our intuition, we have to know that we are doing the 

right thing. But just because we are doing the right thing today, we can't say that immediately 

we are going to get the result. We have to continue doing the right thing for two days, ten 

days, two months, three months. It is like a seed. The seed does not germinate all at once. It 

takes some time for the seed to germinate. Then it grows into a tiny plant and a sapling, and 

finally it becomes a huge banyan tree. Today's intuition-power is also something that grows. 

Today's intuition-power need not and cannot be all-pervasive; like a muscle it can be 

developed. It can become stronger and more fulfilling. 

He who has intuitive power should feel that this power has dawned on him in order that he 

can serve those who have less intuitive power, who have less capacity, who have less 

wisdom-power. If he serves his brothers and sisters on earth, then he is bringing about lasting 

peace, lasting happiness on earth. (…) 

Intuition shows us how to start, how to continue and how to end. The word end is not the 
right expression to use when we speak about the search for eternal happiness. There is no 
end. We are always transcending our previous goals. Today's goal is tomorrow's starting 
point for an ever-higher goal. 

Exercise to increase Intuition-Power 

Question: How can I have more intuition? 

Sri Chinmoy: You can have more intuition only by developing more aspiration. By increasing 

aspiration, you can get intuition. Aspiration is absolutely needed to develop intuition. 

“Develop a voracious Aspiration-appetite!  

You will meet God halfway to Heaven.” 


